Many NLP modules and applications require the availability of a module for wide-coverage inflectional analysis. One way to obtain such analyses is to use an morphological analyser in combination with an inflectional lexicon. Since large text corpora nowadays are easily available and inflectional systems are in general well understood, it seems feasible to acquire lexical data from raw texts, guided by our knowledge of inflection. I present an acquisition method along these lines for German. The general idea can be roughly summarised as follows: first, generate a set of lexical entry hypotheses for each word-form in the corpus; then, select hypotheses that explain the word-forms found in the corpus "best". To this end, I have turned an existing morphological grammar, cast in finite-state technology (Schmid et al., 2004) , into a hypothesiser for lexical entries. Irregular forms are simply listed so that they do not interfere with the regular rules used in the hypothesiser. Running the hypothesiser on a text corpus yields a large number of lexical entry hypotheses. These are then ranked according to their validity with the help of a statistical model that is based on the number of attested and predicted word forms for each hypothesis.
Introduction
Many NLP modules and applications require the availability of a module for wide-coverage inflectional analysis. Such a module should enable the user to determine the set of all possible inflectional analyses for a given word form. One way to provide these analyses is to look up the word form in a full-form lexicon. A better solution in terms of maintainability is to use an inflectional lexicon, which lists inflectional stems with their inflectional classes, combined with a morphological analyser that uses those lexical entries to analyse the word forms. To my knowledge, there is no such module freely available for German 1 . Furthermore, existing inflectional lexicons constantly need to be expanded, for instance, to encompass domain-specific vocabulary. The manual creation and maintenance of an inflectional lexicon is a dull and strenuous task. Since large text corpora nowadays are easily available and inflectional systems are in general well understood, it seems feasible to acquire lexical data from raw texts, guided by our knowledge of inflection. Several methods along these lines have been developed in recent years for different languages including Russian (Oliver et al., 2003) , Croatian (Oliver & Tadić, 2004) , French (Clément et al., 2004; Forsberg et al., 2006) , and Slovak (Sagot, 2005) . I present an acquisition method for German that takes only the tokens of a corpus and their frequencies as input, and produces a list of ranked lexical entry candidates as output. Lexical entries comprise the inflectional stem and the inflectional class of a lexical word (lexeme). They serve as a basis for inflectional analysis, where word forms are mapped to the set of possible combinations of lexical iden-1 Morphy (Lezius, 2000) is a morphological analyser for German covering inflection and a limited set of compounding, and can be used at no charge. Unfortunately, it only provides a graphical user interface which cannot be embedded into non-interactive software pipelines. The tool offers a function to export its lexical data as a full-form lexicon instead.
tifiers and morphosyntactic properties, as well as generation, where lexical representations are mapped back to word forms. The method can be summarised as follows: first, generate a set of lexical entry hypotheses for each word-form in the corpus; then, select hypotheses that explain the word-forms found in the corpus "best". To this end, I have turned an existing morphological grammar, cast in finite-state technology, into a hypothesiser for lexical entries. Irregular forms are simply listed, so they do not interfere with the regular rules used in the hypothesiser. Running the hypothesiser on a text corpus yields a large number of lexical entry hypotheses. These are then ranked according to their validity with the help of a statistical model that is based on the number of attested and predicted word forms for each hypothesis.
Acquisition System

System Architecture
The acquisition system described in the following operates on a tokenised text corpus, which is treated as a 'bag of words', that is, the context of particular tokens is not considered in this work. It is assumed that the tokeniser splits the text at white space and at punctuation marks. Further preprocessing steps such as a normalisation of sentenceinitial upper-case letters or an undoing of hyphenation have not been applied. However, in order to keep the set of problematic forms small, I have excluded tokens with nonalphabetic characters from the acquisition process. The task of the system is to propose new lexical entries for open-class words. All word forms are therefore first analysed by a lexicon-based inflectional analyser, and only unknown word forms are considered for finding candidates for new lexical entries. The actual acquisition process is then realised as a two-step procedure: The system's general architecture is depicted in figure 1 . The hypothesis generation step is explained in more detail in subsection 2.2.. The hypothesis selection step is explained in more detail in subsection 2.3..
Hypothesis Generation
Both the lexical module (called 'SLEX') and the hypothesis generation module ('SLES') are finite-state transducers which are based on the inflectional component of SMOR, a computational model of German morphology (Schmid et al. 2004 ; the inflectional component goes back to Schiller 1996) . Just as SMOR, they are implemented with SFST, a free software package that provides a programming language and the necessary tools for compiling and running large finite-state transducers (Schmid, 2005) , featuring twolevel rules (Koskeniemmi, 1984) as well as cascaded architectures using transducer composition as proposed in (Kaplan & Kay, 1994) . The advantages of using finite-state transducers for this lexicon acquisition task are that finitestate transducers are a wide-spread and well-established device for describing morphological patterns declaritively, that the same rule base, if carefully designed, can be used to support both analysis and generation by just switching the direction of the transducer, that the necessary development tools are readily available and are efficient enough to process large amounts of data, and that the formalism makes it very easy to reuse other transducers by using concatenation and composition. SMOR and SLES have in common that they concatenateat least at some level of the analysis -lexical entries, which consist of an inflectional stem (e.g., Reim, 'rhyme') and a symbol for an inflectional class (e.g., <NMasc_es_e>) 2 , with all possible affixes for the specific inflectional class. Both sets -inflectional stems and mappings from inflectional classes to the set of possible inflectional markersare represented as transducers. This concatenated transducer is then composed with an additional transducer from SMOR, applying morphophonological and orthographic rules, which are triggered by special symbols (for example, <UL> for 'umlaut' or <ˆDel> an e-elision in certain inflectional classes) in the set of inflectional markers. The resulting transducer maps word forms to their underlying lexical representations, and vice versa. Whereas the lexical representations of a word form in SMOR comprise the lemma (citation form, e.g. the infinitive form for verbs) and the morphosyntactic properties, the lexical representation in SLES consist of the lexical entry and (optionally) the morphosyntactic properties. SLES can thus be used to determine the set of all possible lexical entries that could give rise to a given word form. This is achieved by using generic inflectional stems (basically . * ) for each inflectional class 3 . The SLES transducer is designed to be run in both directions. It can be used to determine the set of possible lexical entries of a word form but it can as well be used to generate the whole set of predicted word forms -that is, the inflectional paradigm -of a lexical entry. An example of running SLES on a given word form, and on a given (hypothetical) lexical entry, is given in figure 2. Once a lexical entry hypothesis is accepted, it can be entered into a lexicon, called SLEX. The SLEX transducer combines the functionality of SLES with the lexicon, by composing the lexical representation of SLES with the disjunction of all entries of a plain text file containing approved lexical entries. Thus, SLEX has basically the same capabilities as the SLES transducer, with the only difference that it outputs confirmed rather than hypothetical lexical entries. SLEX is also used to classify word forms into known and unknown forms. For the experiments reported here, SLEX contained lexical entries for roughly 500 lexemes 4 for closed word classes such as adpositions (112 lexemes), pro-forms (104) (61). SLES basically uses the inflectional classes from SMOR, with some minor adaptions where a tighter control over the set of word forms was needed, for example, for having a single lexical representation for lexemes comprising several lexical entries as for irregular verbs. Unlike SMOR, SLES in general does not decompose inflectional stems using a proper word formation grammar. Conversion, in particular, such as from a past participle form of a verb to an adjective, is not permitted by the inflectional classes. Particle verbs present a challenge for the acquisition system as outlined so far. Particle verbs 5 are combinations of a "verbal particle" with a verb, which usually also occurs as a lexeme of its own. They are special in that they are written as one orthographic word in subordinate clauses but written separately in main clauses. Furthermore, they incorporate an affix in two cells of the inflectional paradigm, namely the infinitive with incorporated -zu-and the past participle with incorporated -ge-. This is problematic since the position where -zu-and -ge-are to be inserted is not predictable if the token currently being analysed doesn't exhibit an incorporated -zu-or -ge-. Therefore, all possible positions for these infixes have to be considered. This increases the number of possible hypotheses dramatically 6 , and unless no form with incorporated -zu-or -ge-is attested, it is not possible without further means to disambiguate the hypothesised analyses. Particle verbs are a mild exception to the rule that SLES does not perform a word-formation analysis since the irregular verbs taken from SLEX may function as the head of an inflectional stem for particle verbs. In this case, the position of the incorporated -zu-and -ge-is immediatly to the left of the head. 
Hypothesis Selection
The generation of lexical entry hypotheses never leads to a unique hypothesis for a particular word form because virtually all inflectional classes license at least one word form with a zero-suffix, as for example, the nominative singular of nouns, or the imperative singular of verbs. This means that there will be several lexical entry hypotheses for each word form with the very word form as the inflectional stem. For example, the nominal word form Reim, 'rhyme', can be the nominative singular of any inflectional class for nouns that is included in the system. Similarly, the word form gereimt, past participle of the verb REIMEN, '(to) rhyme' is not only analysed as a possible word form with the verbal stem reim-but also as a possible word form of hypothetical a verbal stem gereim-(similar to gehör-, '(to) belong to') or as an adjectival stem, which is in fact also correct. Due to the over-generation of lexical entry hypotheses in the first step, the correct hypotheses have to be selected in a second step. Hypothesis selection takes places after all hypotheses for all word forms of the corpus have been determined. At this stage, it is possible to relate the hypotheses to the whole corpus. We can now ascertain how many word form types and how many tokens per word form type, gave rise to a particular hypothesis. This information can be used for establishing a score of the plausibility of a hypothesis. How can we operationalise the plausibility of a lexical entry hypothesis? A straightforward idea would be to prefer one lexical entry hypothesis over another if it were attested by more different word forms. This is what I call the Majority Vote score. Assume for example that the word forms Reim and Reime are attested in a corpus. Using the Majority Vote criterion, the lexical entry hypothesis Reim<NMasc_es_e> in figure 2 would then win over Reime<NFem_0_s> and Reime<NNeut_s_s> since more word forms are attributed to this lexical entry. The Majority Vote score favours lexical entries with large sets of different attested word forms. It does not consider the set of predicted word forms at all. If several hypotheses cover the same word forms then it seems reasonable to choose the hypotheses that make the fewest assumptions. This is achieved by determining the proportion of attested word forms among the predicted ones. This is what I call the Paradigm Attestation score.
The Paradigm Attestation score is not free of problems as well.
Using this criterion, any hypothesis with fewer predicted word forms will be preferred to a hypothesis with more predicted but less attested word forms (compare for example Reim<NMasc_es_e> with Reim<NMasc_es_e> in figure 2 ). Since there are many inflectional classes that generate only two different word forms -for instance one with a zero-suffix, another with an s-suffix -these classes will usually be preferred by the Paradigm Attestation score. As a solution, we have to trade off both scores so that both the paradigm attestation as well as the number of attested word forms are taken into account. This is achieved by taking the product of the paradigm attestation proportion with the majority vote. This score is called Majority Vote × Paradigm Attestation (MVxPA). In order to create a rank of all hypotheses, the following steps are applied: First, all competing hypotheses are determined. Competing hypotheses are groups of hypotheses that i) have the same part-of-speech, and ii) share attested word forms. 7 Hypotheses that generate exactly the same set of word forms (which is systematically the case for certain masculine and neuter noun classes) are conflated. For each such group, the hypotheses are sorted by their score as the first sort key, and by the token frequency attributed to each hypothesis as the second sort key. This establishes a local rank of competing hypotheses. These hypotheses can then be presented to a human annotator who manually checks the proposed lexical entry candidates for correctness. To this end, the groups of competing hypotheses should finally be ranked by the attributed token frequency of their highest ranked member, the rationale being that the most important lexical entry candidates in terms of coverage should be listed first.
Evaluation
The best way to evaluate the list of proposed lexical entries would be to compare it to an authorative list of correct lexical entries for a given corpus. Such a list, however, is not available. Instead of creating such a list for a given corpus by hand, I have opted for a different approach, namely, to create a gold standard by combining several other existing gold standard resources. I have used the TIGER Corpus (Brants et al., 2002) as a learning corpus as it provides gold annotation for lemmas and morphosyntactic properties. Furthermore, I was able to use SMOR with the complete lexicon for the evaluation of the system. A direct comparison of the lexical data of SMOR and the proposed lexical entries of SLES is not always possible, though. Many lexical words are not contained as a separate lexical entry within SMOR's lexicon but are rather composed from smaller lexical items by productive word-formation patterns. I have therefore modified SMOR in such a way that it returns the set of all lexical entries for a word form in the format that is expected by SLES, that is, special symbols that mark morpheme boundaries are removed and the inflectional stem and the inflec-tional class are reconstructed. This version of SMOR has been run against the word forms in TIGER. In order to exclude remaining ambiguities that might arise from different or wrong word formation analyses, I have matched the list of lexical entries obtained by the modified SMOR against the annotations in TIGER. The basic assumption was that a lexical entry obtained by running SMOR on TIGER was only valid if it was compatible with the lemma, part-ofspeech, and inflectional properties that were annotated in TIGER. The aim of the evaluation is to assess i) the quality of the 'local' ranking of competing lexical entry hypotheses, and to show ii) how successful the method is in establishing a 'global' ranking method. This should be directly relevant to a human annotator: ideally, the precision of the proposed entries starts at a high value and decreases with increasing rank. If the precision drops beyond a certain value, the acquisition process can be stopped. For the computation of precision, each position on the list of ranked hypotheses is counted as correct if any of the selected competing candidates can either be found in the SMOR lexicon or in the list of lexical entries obtained by running SMOR on TIGER. For recall, only the latter resource could be used as a reference since the targeted entries are those that underlie the word forms of the corpus; the aim is not to acquire the whole lexicon of the language, which is theoretically infinitely large. Three scenarios are evaluated: in the first, only those competing lexical entry candidates are shown to the annotator that have the best score. In the case that several candidates have the same best score, all of them are assumed to be shown to the human annotator. 8 In the second and third scenarios, the number of included candidates is increased accordingly, using the same criterion as before. Here we look at all competing lexical entry candidates with the two or three best scores, respectively. The distribution of the number of competing hypotheses after selecting either the ones with the best score, the 2 best scores, or the 3 best scores is shown in figure 4 . The results of the evaluation are shown in figure 5 . The statistical characteristics of the TIGER corpus is shown in figure 3 . These first results look quite promising. At least for the first 25% of the ranked list, every second suggestion made by the system based on the lexical entry candidates with the highest score is correct. In this case, the annotator will be confronted with usually only one lexical entry hypothesis and asked for a judgement. A higher number of proposed candidates yields better results, especially for verbs where more than 80% precision are achieved.
Discussion
The present work demonstrates how knowledge about inflectional paradigms alone can be utilised to acquire lexical entries for an inflectional lexicon from a raw corpus. The acquisition process is based only on the tokens and their frequencies in a corpus but does not require any further information. Thus, it is well suited for acquiring a candidate list of lexical entries that can be manually checked much more efficiently as opposed to manually creating such a list of lexical entries. A flaw of the current system is that it is not robust to sparse data and errors in the corpus. One possible way to make the system more robust and to improve precision would be to use a probabilistic model over inflectional slots to estimate the plausibility of a word form. This, however, requires the presence of morphologically annotated corpora. Another natural extension of the current system would be to exploit (categorial) agreement and government relations in the syntactic contexts of word forms, in addition to formal differences between word forms, as it is done in the 'Durm lemmatiser' for German nouns (Perera & Witte, 2005) . Such a syntactic approach is orthogonal to the one presented here. 
